New Jersey's chief executive enjoys more authority than any but a handful of governors in the United States. Historically speaking, however, New Jersey's governors exercised less influence than met the eye. In the colonial period few proprietary or royal governors were able to make policy in the face of combative assemblies. The Revolutionary generation's hostility to executive power contributed to a weak governor system that carried over into the 19th and 20th centuries, until the Constitution was thoroughly revised in 1947. Before that date a handful of governors, by dint of their ideas and personalities, affected the polity in meaningful ways. Derived from a lecture delivered at Rutgers University's Eagleton Institute on March 11, 2014, this essay focuses on the long history of the executive office, assessing individual governors and delineating the qualities that made them noteworthy, for good or ill. 
been remanded to state prison for corruption.
1 To judge by the laughter his remark provoked, it lightened the atmosphere at the symposium. It is possible that some of the crowd that day may have missed the point Kean implicitly made: the governorship is a public trust.
Having examined the governor's office and its occupants from a distinctive angle-in effect watching governors parade by, from the 1660s to Chris Christie-I have noticed highs and lows of performance and popularity, as well as patterns in the governors' exercise of power.
In my remarks today I'll focus on three main themes. Those are first, the powers of the office as they have evolved over time; second, the quality of the New Jersey governors, especially as we consider the governors of the modern era; and finally, the prevalence of corruption in one or another form-this is, after all, New Jersey.
2
First, powers, with a detour into scandal. When I was invited to coedit the original edition of the governors' book, as a young PhD student back in the late 1970s, I knew little about New
Jersey governors of the colonial era, but undertook the project assuming they were powerful figures. After all, the Proprietary Governors were key players in East Jersey and West Jersey, respectively, men of means who had the right connections. Further, the Royal governors who served from 1702 to 1776 were governing with the imprimatur of the monarch across the ocean, representing royal authority in his majesty's colony. So surely they were powerful executives also.
Wrong. Or at least mostly wrong. On closer examination it turns out that the most operative words in evaluating most governors in the century from New Jersey's founding into the Revolutionary era are "frustrated," "disengaged," and "tormented by local elites who were determined to have their way." It is true that several governors who served New Jersey in the colonial era were diligent and, for certain periods at least, reasonably effective. For that matter, they do not need to envy the governors who followed.
The American Revolution is well known as a movement against taxation without representation and executive authority. Generations of scholars, perhaps none more influentially than Bernard Bailyn and Gordon Wood, delineated the ideology of the Revolutionary elite and their fears of unchecked executive power. Is it any surprise that under such an arrangement, some individuals of real ability chose not to pursue the office? Indeed, one leading politician who was elected to the position, Garret D.
Wall, actually turned it down in 1829, the only person in state history to do so. Wall was more interested in serving as U.S. attorney for New Jersey, a federal patronage job in the gift of 14 He also demonstrated that by using the bully pulpit and making specific legislative recommendations, the governor could direct attention to a program and build support for it.
Leon Abbett was also a fighter, in his case, for the rights of immigrants-notably Irish immigrants-and his support for working men's causes, among them his sponsorship of a law requiring employers to pay their workers in cash rather than in paper scrip or company store merchandise. His greatest crusade was to tax the railroads, the leading corporate power in the state for decades. The railroads saw Abbett as their enemy and fought him tooth and nail. But they lost their tax-exempt status. In this sense Abbett was a harbinger of the progressive movement. In his second term Abbett pressed for new labor laws, free public libraries, scholarships for Rutgers College students, highway improvements, money for public schools, Governors I couldn't warm up to are numerous. In the latter decades of the 19 th century, all too many of the governors were creatures of political machines, allies of corporate interests, and, in some instances, all too forgettable. One memorable figure, George Brinton McClellan, was a disappointment in the governor's office. He did the basics in offering a legislative program but rocked no boats. As his biographer notes, McClellan "tended to stress issues on which most people could agree." He was barely a factor in legislative deliberations. At the close of his term in 1881, McClellan wrote, he was glad it was over, "as it was becoming a nuisance to be obliged to go to Trenton." So much for the attractions of high office.
Let me say a word or two about corruption, since the whiff of scandal is clearly affecting our current governor's standing in New Jersey and his presidential prospects.
For a state that is often viewed as a political cesspool, historically speaking the governorship itself has not been a hotbed of scandal. As I've already noted, the so-called
Cornbury scandal may not have been a scandal at all, but the outcome of a nasty political environment. No New Jersey governor has been impeached for crimes and misdemeanors, though it is possible James McGreevey might have been had he not resigned once news broke of the appointment of his gay lover to a position for which he was clearly unqualified.
In broader perspective, if association with business people and political allies who were themselves unethical or borderline criminal were a criteria for talking about scandal in the governor's office, then dozens of New Jersey governors would probably fit under that umbrella, among them the current governor, who earned his political spurs by prosecuting corrupt officials, but who, according to journalistic accounts, did so mainly to replace one set of bosses with another set with whom he could forge profitable alliances.
I do not say that to pass judgment on Chris Christie, because we don't have all the facts and it's far too soon to write him off politically. I will say that I am glad my co-editors and I
were in agreement that it would be unwise to commission an essay on Christie for our book
